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Tom wants to buy a second-hand car. Yesterday he
saw four cars and made some notes about them.
Read Tom’s notes. Look at the pictures. Answer the
questions (1–5).

This is the biggest of
the four cars, but it’s
the oldest and the
noisiest. It’s also more
difficult to drive in
the city than cars B
and C.

This car is more
expensive than car B,
but it’s more
comfortable for long
trips. It’s as expensive
as car A, but it’s more
modern and easier to
drive.

This is the cheapest of
the cars I saw and it’s
also the smallest, so
you can park it more
easily than the others.
It is not as old as car
A, but it is older than
the other two.

This is the car of my
dreams! It’s the fastest
and the most modern
of all, but it’s also the
most expensive! I
haven’t got that much
money!..

1. Car B is … than cars C and D.
A) red
B) older
C) bigger
D) nice
E) cheapest
2. Car C is … and … than car B.
A) more expensive/modern
B) more comfortable/cheaper
C) more expensive/more comfortable for long trips
D) smaller/bigger

E) more expensive/new
3. Car B is … of the four cars.
A) the most expensive
B) more easily
C) bigger
D) the cheapest
E) the fastest
4. Car D is … of the four cars.
A) the most expensive
B) not so fast
C) the smallest
D) the noisiest
E) the biggest
5. You can park car B … than car A.
A) easily
B) more easily
C) more cheaply
D) noisier
E) expensively
6. Find a word that sounds alike in each sentence.
Who ate an apple?
There were eight of them.
A) eight
B) them
C) were
D) there
E) apple
7. Choose the right word (pronoun).
She carried some shells for … .
A) his B) your C) me D) my E) she
8. Match the names with the pronouns.
1. Mrs. Norris is a lighthouse keeper. a) they
2. Mr. Rand is a captain.
b) she
3. Mr. and Mrs. Lu are teachers.
c) we
4. Dr. Wood and I play tennis.
d) he
A) 1a, 2b, 3c, 4d
B) 1b, 2d, 3a, 4c
C) 1b, 2d, 3c, 4a
D) 1d, 2c, 3a, 4b
E) 1c, 2b, 3d, 4a
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9. Writing is putting your ideas on (a) … .
A) top
B) head
C) paper
D) sentence
E) book
Read the text. Label the buildings.

1

B) café
C) video shop
D) supermarket
E) library
12. Building No 3 is the … .
A) bus stop
B) library
C) bank
D) café
E) cinema
13. Building No 4 is the … .
A) car park
B) bank
C) post office
D) supermarket
E) video shop
14. Building No 5 is the … .
A) drugstore
B) bus stop
C) supermarket
D) library
E) café

In this picture there are seven buildings – a
cinema, a video shop, a library, a post office, a
supermarket, a café, and a bank.
The post office is between the supermarket and
the video shop.
The library isn’t next to the cinema.
There’s a car park behind the supermarket.
The bank isn’t next to the cinema.
The post office is opposite the café.
There’s a bus stop in front of the library.
The cinema isn’t opposite the video shop.
10. Building No 1 is the … .
A) cinema
B) bank
C) car park
D) café
E) post office

11. Building No 2 is the … .
A) bus stop

15. Building No 6 is the … .
A) post office
B) cinema
C) video shop
D) library
E) hospital
16. Building No 7 is the … .
A) police station
B) café
C) school
D) bank
E) video shop
17. Write the time in words.

9:30
A) half past nine
B) nine to ten
C) thirty before nine
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D) half to nine
E) quarter to ten

D) there
E) never

18. Give the short answer.
Is it her birthday?
A) Yes, her is.
B) Yes, it is.
C) No, it is.
D) No, it is not.
E) B and D are correct.

23. Choose the sentence that tells where.
A) The rain started early.
B) I forgot it yesterday.
C) The clouds blow across.
D) Then the sky brightens.
E) Cats never like rain.

19. Match the sentences with the prepositions.
1) Where is the new girl … ?
2) Where is Kate? She is … the phone.
3) Mum, Mr. Taylor’s … the door.
4) In this photo I’m … my parents.
5) The better is …, Paul.
a) with b) for c) at d) from e) on
A) 1b, 2a, 3c, 4e, 5d
B) 1d, 2e, 3c, 4a, 5b
C) 1d, 2e, 3c, 4d, 5a
D) 1a, 2b, 3c, 4d, 5e
E) 1c, 2e, 3a, 4b, 5d
20. How many questions are correct?
1) Where are you from?
2) What does your father do?
3) Has you got any brothers?
4) What do he want to do?
5) Where do you live?
A) 1

B) 2

C) 3

D) 4

E) 5

21. Choose the antonym for the word in dark type.
Each day the fog comes in.
A) light
B) high
C) night
D) afternoon
E) morning
22. Choose the adverb that tells how.
Desert flowers grow … .
A) inside
B) slowly
C) now

24. Choose the sentence that tells when.
A) Big drops come down.
B) I often enjoy it.
C) The water splashed up.
D) The sun peeks out.
E) My hat fell off.
Read the text. Write the verbs (25–29) for the
story.
Our friends Mr. and Mrs.
Tanaka (25) ______ us
often.
Today
they
(26)_______ some paper
into hats. My brother and
I (27) _______ carefully.
Then we (28) _______
the secret. Now we (29)
_______ different hats
every day.
25. A) visit
B) visits
C) see
D) know
E) look
26. A) make
B) work
C) fold
D) wear
E) give
27. A) take
B) watch
C) admire
D) find
E) draw
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C) took
D) put
E) chose

28. A) see
B) buy
C) bring
D) learn
E) read
29. A) meet
B) buy
C) think
D) guess
E) wear
Read the text. Use a synonym for each word in
bold (30-36).

Last (30) evening the
sky was very (31)
black. My brother (32)
placed his telescope near
the (33) forest. I was
(34) happy to see the
stars.
Today I will (35) make
a model with my
brother. I really (36)
enjoy having fun with
him.
30. A) day
B) night
C) dark
D) bright
E) blue

33. A) field
B) woods
C) stars
D) tree
E) garden
34. A) beautiful
B) nice
C) busy
D) tired
E) glad
35. A) build
B) prepare
C) think about
D) break
E) enjoy
36. A) lucky
B) do
C) like
D) please
E) glad
37. Read the text and answer, how many nouns
that mean more than one?
This animal lived many
years ago. It had three
horns on its head. It
walked on four legs.
Large plants grew all
over the land. There
were no roads or
buildings.
A) 2 B) 3 C) 6 D) 4 E) 5

31. A) nice
B) light
C) dark
D) bright
E) blue

38. How many nouns mean more than one.
Bench, children, tooth, goose, feet, bee, women,
mice.
A) 2 B) 3 C) 6 D) 4 E) 5

32. A) built
B) gave

39. Which fairy-tale character lost a shoe at
midnight?
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A) Sleeping Beauty
B) Thumbelina
C) Tinkerbell
D) Snow White
E) Cinderella
40. What letter of the alphabet is an insect?
A) D B) E C) C D) B E) K
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